
RESOLVED: Shareholders of The Coca-Cola Company (the “Company”) request that 

the Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors take into consideration the pay 

grades and/or salary ranges of all classifications of Company employees when setting 

target amounts for CEO compensation. The Compensation Committee should describe 

in the Company’s proxy statements for annual shareholder meetings how it complies 

with this requested policy. Compliance with this policy is excused if it will result in the 

violation of any existing contractual obligation or the terms of any existing compensation 

plan. 

SUPPORTING STATEMENT 

Like at many companies, our Company’s Compensation Committee uses peer group 

benchmarks of what other companies pay their CEOs to set its target CEO 

compensation. These target pay amounts are then subject to performance adjustments. 

To ensure that our Company’s CEO compensation is reasonable relative to our 

Company’s overall employee pay philosophy and structure, we believe that the 

Compensation Committee should also consider the pay grades and/or salary ranges of 

Company employees when setting CEO compensation target amounts. 

This proposal does not require the Compensation Committee to use other employee 

pay data in a specific way to set CEO compensation targets. Under this proposal, the 

Compensation Committee will have discretion to determine how other employee pay 

should impact CEO compensation targets. The Compensation Committee also will 

retain authority to use peer group benchmarks and/or any other metrics to set CEO 

compensation target amounts.  

Over time, using peer group benchmarks to set CEO compensation can lead to pay 

inflation. Although many companies target CEO compensation at the median of their 

peer group, certain companies have targeted their CEO pay above median. In addition, 

peer groups can be cherry-picked to include larger or more successful companies 

where CEO compensation is higher. (Charles Elson and Craig Ferrere, “Executive 

Superstars, Peer Groups and Overcompensation,” Journal of Corporation Law, Spring 

2013).  As a result of such practices, the Company’s Compensation Committee could 

be using inflated peer group benchmarks when setting target CEO compensation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                

High pay disparities between CEOs and other senior executives may undermine 

collaboration and teamwork. One risk factor for Moody’s in determining credit and debt 

ratings is high disparity; when CEO pay is more than triple that of any other executive 

named in the proxy statement, they consider it a red flag. (Robert A.G. Monks and Nell 

Minow, “Corporate Governance”, 5th ed., p. 384). 

In our view, the pay of non-executive employees should also be considered. High CEO 

compensation can impact the morale and productivity of employees who are not senior 

executives. According to a Glassdoor study of employee opinions, “Higher CEO 



compensation is statistically linked to lower CEO approval ratings on average” 

(Glassdoor, What Makes a Great CEO?, August 2016, available at 

https://www.glassdoor.com/research/studies/what-makes-a-great-ceo/).  

For those reasons, we urge you to vote in favor of this proposal.  
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